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A word of thanks

I pledge allegiance (speech by Guy Lundy)

1 Rainbows and storm clouds

Weathering the change * Dinner talk blues

2 Modern day alchemists

Talking heads and meeting minds * X marks the spot * Turning wrongs into rights * Forgive us our sins * The black gold rush * Service with a smile * Saluting social entrepreneurs

3 Re-kindling the fire within

Talkin’ ‘bout a revolution * Taking the buffalo by the horns * United we shall stand

4 Launchpad for prosperity

Laying solid foundations * Awaken, the sleeping giant * Leaders of the pack * Challenges on the road ahead

5 Homegrown, world class

From fishes into whales * Children of the African Dream * The art of success * Lessons in radical innovation * Closing the digital divide * Incubator for entrepreneurs * Pioneers of the triple bottom line

6 Wild, beautiful and free

Blessings of nature * Footprints of history * The rising tide of tourism

7 Deep roots, diverse fruits

Cultivating radicals * Indaba, my children * Larger than life * Staging a comeback * Voices of freedom * Shaping our destiny * Doing it in style * Being a good sport * Fun and laughter
8  **Timeless icons**

Mahatma Gandhi * Jan Smuts * Albert Luthuli * Desmond Tutu * FW de Klerk * Nelson Mandela

9  **Making magic happen**

Seeing is believing * The lesson of the starfish * Saying ‘I do

More good news ...
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